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Summary Overview

was concern that Arnold would not have any position
where he was privy to usable information. Talks between the two sides halted.
Following his 1780 resignation as military governor
of Philadelphia, Arnold rejoined Washington’s staff and
was to be given command of American forces at West
Point. His desperate need for respect and money, combined with his ability to provide actionable intelligence
moved Arnold to reestablish contact with André in May
1780. For various reasons (mostly geographical, as the
British was effort had moved to the American south),
Clinton and André were slow to respond to Arnold’s
letters. However, in this July 15 letter Arnold offered
a prize that André and Clinton could not resist. They
accepted Arnold’s terms.
On taking command of West Point that summer,
Arnold allowed defenses to fall into disrepair. In September, he personally delivered a number of documents
on the defenses and troop numbers at West Point to
John André. André, after the meeting, was captured by
American forces. The plans were found, and Arnold’s
plot was uncovered.
Arnold escaped to British lines, but André was sentenced to hang as a spy.

Benedict Arnold’s status as the most famous traitor in
the history of the United States is so well-established
that most Americans are unaware of his reputation as
a military hero before his betrayal was uncovered. This
document is an encoded letter from Arnold to British
Major John André which outlines the terms of Arnold’s
betrayal of American forces. While this is only one example of the great deal of correspondence between Arnold and his British contacts, it is a clear summary of
Arnold’s willingness to give the British information that
would allow them to capture West Point—if the plan
would have worked, it would have been a significant
blow against American forces.
Included here, as well, is the encoded text of the
letter. The code used by Arnold was a “book code.” In
this encryption method, correspondents used an agreed
upon book—Arnold and André often used Nathan Bailey’s Dictionary—and relied on substituting words for a
number corresponding to the page, line, and word of
the book selected. So, for example, if “north” was the
word in question, and it was the sixth word from the left
on page 3, line 12, it would be represented as “3.12.6.”
Defining Moment

Author Biography

In spring 1779, Benedict Arnold made contact with
Joseph Stansbury, a Philadelphia merchant who had
been a loyalist city leader during the British occupation and had stayed behind after the Americans took
the city. Through Stansbury (and a chain of spies and
couriers), Arnold offered his services to British commander Sir Henry Clinton. Major John André served
as Arnold’s handler. By the summer of 1779, he was
providing the British information about American
troop numbers. Throughout 1779, however, Arnold
was unhappy with British commitments to provide
him the compensation he believed his intelligence
was worth. The British, for their part, were unsure of
Arnold’s value or commitment. He provided only summaries, rather than actual documents, he was focused
on payment for his services, and—given the legal troubles he faced (see Author Biography below)—there

Benedict Arnold V was born in Connecticut in 1741.
As the divisions between the British government and
their North American colonies emerged in the 1760s
and 1770s, Arnold was a commercial trader who became increasingly involved in smuggling as British taxes
and fees increased. It was the negative effects from the
mother country’s fiscal policies that led Arnold to get involved with protests against them, as early as 1765 during the Stamp Act crisis. In 1775, he was elected the
captain of a militia unit (the Second Company of Foot)
and at the outbreak of the war, was with Ethan Allen
at the capture of Fort Ticonderoga in May of that year.
In 1776, he was involved with the disastrous campaign
in Canada. He proved to be a competent and courageous leader, however, organizing the American forces
at Lake Champlain and securing victory at the Battle
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of Valcour Bay in October 1767. In 1777, at the Battle
of Saratoga, he clashed with General Horatio Gates.
Gates had removed him from command, but, disobeying orders, Arnold rallied troops and—despite being seriously wounded in the process—played a pivotal role
in the American victory—arguably a more pivotal role
than that of Gates. Gates, however, received the credit
for the victory, fueling Arnold’s growing conviction that
his fellow Americans did not fully appreciate his contributions.
Following the British evacuation of Philadelphia in
1778, Arnold was appointed military governor of the
city. It was here that he obtained a reputation for, if
not dishonest, then very sloppy and poorly documented
financial transactions. Eventually, he faced a court martial to answer accusations of using army resources for
personal commercial purposes but was found innocent
of any criminal wrongdoing. George Washington issued
a public reprimand of Arnold, and there were further
investigations into Arnold’s expense reports. Eventually,
in April 1780, there were findings that Arnold owed
the American government $70,000. Arnold resigned
his position in Philadelphia. Feeling that he was being
unfairly targeted by his enemies in the American government and military and desperate for funds, Arnold
made a fateful decision.

During his time in Philadelphia, Arnold met and
married Peggy Shippen. Shippen had been acquainted,
to some degree, with British Major John André while
the British occupied the city. While we cannot be certain, it is likely that Peggy’s encouragement was a key
factor in Arnold’s decision to share military intelligence
with British forces.
Following the actions and events described in the
Defining Moment, above, Arnold did receive a command position in the British army. He commanded
raids on economic targets, as part of a plan to pressure
the Americans into surrendering. Following the British
defeat at the Battle of Yorktown in 1781, Arnold and his
family moved to England. Here, Arnold unsuccessfully
encouraged British officials to renew their prosecution
of the war. After the war’s official end in 1783, Arnold
met with few business or military successes and several
setbacks, including an acrimonious period in Canada.
In gratitude for actions that Arnold took in the West
Indies during war with France, the British government
granted his family land in what is now Ontario.
Arnold died in 1801, at age 60.

General Benedict Arnold to Major John André

Arnold’s Oath of Allegiance, May 30, 1778, By U.S Colonial government.
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One of Arnold’s coded letters. Cipher lines by Arnold are interspersed with lines by his wife, Peggy. By Benedict
Arnold; Peggy Shippen Arnold - From the digital collections of the New York Public Library. Print Collection portrait
file. Arnold Benedict, from William Abatt, Tarrytown N.Y.

General Benedict Arnold to Major John André

A French map of West Point in 1780. By Pierre Didot - From the Boston Public Library.
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1865 political cartoon depicting Benedict Arnold and Jefferson Davis in Hell.

General Benedict Arnold to Major John André
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HISTORICAL DOCUMENT
Encoded Message
274.9.19. 75.8.175. 240.8.13. I 216.9.29’d,
a 158.8.15. without .74.9.32 . or .239.9.13 /
145.8.24ing, me that. S. 300.8.11 ------- was
181.8.8. to me for the 148.8.28 / 58.8.34 and that
he 196.9.23 a 117.9.36 61.8.36 in the 240.8.23 of
my / 148.8.37 etc. etc. etc. --------- on the 264.8.22
147.9.22 I 12.8.16.ed a / 158.8.15. to you expressing my 235.9.19 and 105.9.145. viz. that the
/ 114.8.21ing 203.8.28 be 236.9.8ed previous to
66.8.22ing. first that S. / 300.8.11.----- . 234.9.9.
266.9.36 me my 207.9.26. 275.9.14. at 262.8.14
/ 264.9.19. 201.8.32. 259.9.2s to be 190.8.18d to
me or my 130.8.2.29s. in case / of 165.8.95 and
as soon as that shall 128.8.29. --------- 134.9.19.
201.8.92s / 250.9.22 ps 19.8.24 to be 234.9.10’d
to me for 158.9.32 in 158.9 29. of / the 190.8.18
and 98.8.29, I 14.9.32 up for my 236.8.28 as they
/ shall 80.9.23 ---- If I.198.9.34, 185.831 a 197.8.8
of 16.8.22n / by which S. 300.8.11 ----- 236.9.35.
200.9.19. 131.9.34. 235.8.14 of ------ / 188.9.16
. 198 9.33 the 120.8.17 etc. etc. etc. 274.8.25 . .
264.9.19 . 201.8.32s / 250.9.23 I think will be a
cheap purchase of an .180.9.25. of an / 174.8.8.
139.8.39 at the same time I -- 222.9.22 a 264.9.19.
201.8.32s / to be 190.8.18’d my .14.9.18 ---- I
.105.9.12 A 117.9.36 - and .106.8.12 / 19.8.37 ----the 274.8.24 I 236.8.36 of 114.9.11.---- / 188.9.16.
198.935 a 193.8.16 . . 149.8.33 with an 182.8.35
/ that you can 61.8.34 in is .9.9.24.177.8.12 to
199.8.8. 166.9.20s / 148.9.28. I . 236.9.36. 58.8.34
to 185.8.30 .175.9.19 .117.8.9 / S-------y, 15.9.33
the 148.9.28 in my 201.9.9. ---- 283.8.11 / I have
the pleasure of 294.9.18 . 19.8.36 ----- / 152.9.19.

114.9.26 ----- 172.9.190 / to the .159.9.11 of my
158.8.14. of the / 264.8.22.147.9.22 I did not add
236.9.12

Decoded Message
Inclosed in a cover addressed to M[r.] Anderson /
Two days since I received a letter without date or
Signature, / informing me that S[ir]. Henry -----was obliged to me for intelligence / communicated,
and that he placed a full confidence in the Sincerity
/ of my intentions, etc. etc. On the 13th Instant I
addressed a letter / to you expressing my Sentiments
and expectations, viz, that / the following Preliminaries be settled previous to cooperating. - / First,
that S[ir]. Henry secure to me my property, valued
at ten thou- / sand pounds Sterling, to be paid to
me or my Heirs in case of / Loss; and, as soon as
that happens [strike out] shall happen, ---- hundred
/ pounds per annum to be secured to me for life,
in lieu of the / pay and emoluments I give up, for
my Services as they shall / deserve - If I point out a
plan of cooperation by which S[ir}. H[enry]. / shall
possess himself of West Point, the Garrison, etc.
etc. etc. twenty / thousand pounds Sterling I think
will be a cheap purchase for / an object of so much
importance. At the same time I request / thousand
pounds to be paid my Agent - I expect a full / and
explicit answer - The 20th I set off for West Point.
A / personal interview with an officer that you can
confide in / is absolutely necessary to plan matters.
In the mean time / I shall communicate to our mutual Friend S[tansbur]y all the / intelligence in my
power, until I have the pleasure of your answer. /
Moore / July 15th [1780]

GLOSSARY
emoluments: salary for government service
garrison: the troops stationed at a fortress or other military facility
per annum: money to paid every year
“The 13th Instant”: The 13th of the present month (in this case, July)
viz: specifically
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Document Themes and Analysis

The letter was addressed to “Mr. Anderson,” the cryptonym used by Major John André. Arnold begins by referring to a letter, received two days before in which
Sir Henry Clinton, commander of British forces in the
northern colonies, thanked him for the intelligence he
had provided and conveyed his belief that Arnold was
dedicated to the British cause.
Arnold then explains that before he gives any solid information, he wants his compensation to be settled. He
asks for 10,000 pounds sterling ($1.8 million in 2018
U.S. dollars) up front and 100 pounds sterling ($18,000
in 2018 U.S. dollars) per year for life, as a replacement
for the military salary and pension he would be giving
up by fully defecting to the British side. He then reveals
that he is willing to provide information that would enable the British forces under Clinton to capture West
Point, New York and the soldiers stationed there. At the
time, the American position at West Point defended the
Hudson River from British incursion and was an important strategic location in the northern colonies. Arnold
believes that this information is worth a fee of 20,000
pounds sterling ($3.6 million in 2018 U.S. dollars),
and requests that 1,000 pounds sterling ($182,000
in 2018 U.S. dollars) be given to Samuel Wallis, the
Philadelphia loyalist who carried the message to André.
Arnold closes the letter by explaining that he is leaving
to take command of West Point on July 20 and requests
a personal meeting with a British officer to turn over
the intelligence on the position. Arnold also pledges to
continue providing information through loyalist agent
Joseph Stansbury. Arnold signs the letter “Moore,” his
assigned cryptonym, and records the date.

While this is just one of the many letters that passed
from Arnold to his British handlers, its significance lies
in the specific proposition Arnold offers—the sale of
vital information about the defenses at West Point. It is
also representative of much of Arnold’s communiqués
to André and Clinton in that his concern for settling
on specific (and extravagant) terms of payment is paramount. Given the context and content of the evidence
surrounding Benedict Arnold’s treason, financial considerations were one of the primary, if not the sole, motivations for his actions.
—Aaron Gulyas, MA
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